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Job Details
Reference #

CP-310-2021

Company Name
Industry
Vacancy
Job Type (FT, PT, Contractual, Seasonal)*

HLB FIDUCIA p.c.c.
Accounting
Software Development
Full Time

Major

Computer Science, Software Engineering, or
related fields
2 years or more
Computer Science, Software Engineering, or
related fields
Sin El Fil, LEBANON
To be decided based on experience and
qualifications
We are looking for an ASP.NET MVC
developer that will be able to develop and
support existing applications. The main scope
of work will include everything from backend to client-side code, using optimal and
efficient technologies, frameworks, and
patterns. The primary responsibilities will be
to design and develop these applications.
Therefore, it is essential that the developer is
skilled at problem solving, solution design,
and high-quality coding.

Years of Experience
Education
Location
Remuneration & Benefits
Tasks & Responsibilities

Responsibilities
* Fixing bugs and enhancing existing
applications (MVC dotnet core)
* Delivering a high-quality application
* Ensuring a required level of performance
* Analyzing requirements and designing new
functionality
* Supporting and fixing existing functionality
* Selecting and using the most appropriate
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and efficient technologies for a particular
application
* Designing and building application layers
Skills
* Proficiency in C#
* Experience using .NET Core
* Experience in developing ASP.NET MVC |
ASP.NET Core MVC applications
* Senior knowledge of Entity Framework, EF
Core
* Proficient knowledge in MSSQL
* Database design including indexes and data
integrity
* Dependency injection pattern and IoC
containers using at least one of: Autofac,
Unity, Ninject, and/or SimpleIoc
* Implementing enterprise application
patterns
* Understanding of HTML, JS, and CSS
* Familiarity with the client side framework
jQuery
* Knowledge in or willingness to learn
payment gateway integration
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